


KJV Bible Word Studies for REEDS



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

reeds 00098 ## 'agam {ag-am'} ; from an unused root (meaning to collect as water) ; a marsh ; hence a rush 
(as growing in swamps) ; hence a stockade of {reeds} : -- pond , pool , standing [water ] . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- reeds , 0098 , 7070 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God

Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

reeds , ISA_19_06 , ISA_19_07 , ISA_35_07 ,

reeds , JER_51_32,

reeds , EZE_42_16 , EZE_42_17 , EZE_42_18 , EZE_42_19 , EZE_42_20 , EZE_45_01 , EZE_48_08 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

reeds Eze_42_16 # He measured the east side with the measuring reed, five hundred reeds, with the 
measuring reed round about.

reeds Eze_42_17 # He measured the north side, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed round about.

reeds Eze_42_18 # He measured the south side, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed.

reeds Eze_42_19 # He turned about to the west side, [and] measured five hundred reeds with the measuring
reed.

reeds Eze_42_20 # He measured it by the four sides: it had a wall round about, five hundred [reeds] long, 
and five hundred broad, to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place.

reeds Eze_45_01 # Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, ye shall offer an oblation 
unto the LORD, an holy portion of the land: the length [shall be] the length of five and twenty thousand 
[reeds], and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders thereof round about.

reeds Eze_48_08 # And by the border of Judah, from the east side unto the west side, shall be the offering 
which ye shall offer of five and twenty thousand [reeds in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the [other] 
parts, from the east side unto the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it.

reeds Isa_19_06 # And they shall turn the rivers far away; [and] the brooks of defence shall be emptied and 
dried up: the reeds and flags shall wither.

reeds Isa_19_07 # The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing sown by the 
brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more].

reeds Isa_35_07 # And the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of water: in the
habitation of dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with reeds and rushes.

reeds Jer_51_32 # And that the passages are stopped, and the reeds they have burned with fire, and the 
men of war are affrighted.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

reeds and flags Isa_19_06 # And they shall turn the rivers far away; [and] the brooks of defence shall be 
emptied and dried up: the reeds and flags shall wither.

reeds and rushes Isa_35_07 # And the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of 
water: in the habitation of dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with reeds and rushes.

reeds and the Eze_45_01 # Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, ye shall offer an 
oblation unto the LORD, an holy portion of the land: the length [shall be] the length of five and twenty 
thousand [reeds], and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders thereof 
round about.

reeds by the Isa_19_07 # The paper reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing sown 
by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more].

reeds in breadth Eze_48_08 # And by the border of Judah, from the east side unto the west side, shall be the
offering which ye shall offer of five and twenty thousand [reeds in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the 
[other] parts, from the east side unto the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it.

reeds long and Eze_42_20 # He measured it by the four sides: it had a wall round about, five hundred 
[reeds] long, and five hundred broad, to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place.

reeds they have Jer_51_32 # And that the passages are stopped, and the reeds they have burned with fire, 
and the men of war are affrighted.

reeds with the Eze_42_16 # He measured the east side with the measuring reed, five hundred reeds, with the
measuring reed round about.

reeds with the Eze_42_17 # He measured the north side, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed round
about.

reeds with the Eze_42_18 # He measured the south side, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed.

reeds with the Eze_42_19 # He turned about to the west side, [and] measured five hundred reeds with the 
measuring reed.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

reeds they have burned with fire Jer_51_32 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

reeds ^ Isa_19_06 / reeds /^and flags shall wither. 

reeds ^ Isa_35_07 / reeds /^and rushes. 

reeds ^ Eze_45_01 / reeds /^and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders 
thereof round about. 

reeds ^ Isa_19_07 / reeds /^by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing sown by the brooks, 
shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more]. 

reeds ^ Eze_48_08 / reeds /^in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the [other] parts, from the east side unto 
the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it. 

reeds ^ Eze_42_20 / reeds /^long, and five hundred broad, to make a separation between the sanctuary and 
the profane place. 

reeds ^ Jer_51_32 / reeds /^they have burned with fire, and the men of war are affrighted. 

reeds ^ Eze_42_16 / reeds /^with the measuring reed round about. 

reeds ^ Eze_42_17 / reeds /^with the measuring reed round about. 

reeds ^ Eze_42_18 / reeds /^with the measuring reed. 

reeds ^ Eze_42_19 / reeds /^with the measuring reed. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

reeds 1Sa_19_06 And they shall turn the rivers far away; [and] the brooks of defence shall be emptied and 
dried up: the {reeds} and flags shall wither. 

reeds 1Sa_19_07 The paper {reeds} by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing sown by the 
brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more]. 

reeds 1Sa_35_07 And the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of water: in the 
habitation of dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with {reeds} and rushes. 

reeds Eze_42_18 He measured the south side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed. 

reeds Eze_42_19 He turned about to the west side, [and] measured five hundred {reeds} with the measuring
reed. 

reeds Eze_42_17 He measured the north side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed round about. 

reeds Eze_42_20 He measured it by the four sides: it had a wall round about, five hundred [{reeds}] long, 
and five hundred broad, to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place. 

reeds Eze_48_08 And by the border of Judah, from the east side unto the west side, shall be the offering 
which ye shall offer of five and twenty thousand [{reeds} in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the [other] 
parts, from the east side unto the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it. 

reeds Eze_45_01 Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, ye shall offer an oblation 
unto the LORD, an holy portion of the land: the length [shall be] the length of five and twenty thousand 
[{reeds}], and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders thereof round 
about. 

reeds Eze_42_16 He measured the east side with the measuring reed, five hundred {reeds}, with the 
measuring reed round about. 

reeds Jer_51_32 And that the passages are stopped, and the {reeds} they have burned with fire, and the 
men of war are affrighted. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
reeds Eze_42_16 He measured (04058 +madad ) the east (06921 +qadiym ) side (07307 +ruwach ) with the 
measuring (04060 +middah ) reed (07070 +qaneh ) , five (02568 +chamesh ) hundred (00520 +)ammah ) 
{reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) , with the measuring (04060 +middah ) reed (07070 +qaneh ) round (05439 +cabiyb 
) about . 

reeds Eze_42_17 He measured (04058 +madad ) the north (06828 +tsaphown ) side (07307 +ruwach ) , five 
(02568 +chamesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) {reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) , with the measuring (04060 +middah 
) reed (07070 +qaneh ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about . 

reeds Eze_42_18 He measured (04058 +madad ) the south (01864 +darowm ) side (07307 +ruwach ) , five 
(02568 +chamesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) {reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) , with the measuring (04060 +middah 
) reed (07070 +qaneh ) . 

reeds Eze_42_19 He turned (05437 +cabab ) about to the west (03220 +yam ) side (07307 +ruwach ) , [ and ]
measured (04058 +madad ) five (02568 +chamesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) {reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) with 
the measuring (04060 +middah ) reed (07070 +qaneh ) . 

reeds Eze_42_20 He measured (04058 +madad ) it by the four (00702 +)arba( ) sides (07307 +ruwach ):it 
had a wall (02346 +chowmah ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about , five (02568 +chamesh ) hundred (03967 
+me)ah ) [ {reeds} ] long (00753 +)orek ) , and five (02568 +chamesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) broad 
(07341 +rochab ) , to make a separation (00914 +badal ) between (00996 +beyn ) the sanctuary (06944 
+qodesh ) and the profane (02455 +chol ) place . 

reeds Eze_45_01 . Moreover , when ye shall divide (05307 +naphal ) by lot the land (00776 +)erets ) for 
inheritance (05159 +nachalah ) , ye shall offer (07311 +ruwm ) an oblation (08641 +t@ruwmah ) unto the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , an holy (06944 +qodesh ) portion of the land (00776 +)erets ):the length (00753
+)orek ) [ shall be ] the length (00753 +)orek ) of five (02568 +chamesh ) and twenty (06242 +(esriym ) 
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thousand (00505 +)eleph ) [ {reeds} ] , and the breadth (07341 +rochab ) [ shall be ] ten (06235 +(eser ) 
thousand (00505 +)eleph ) . This (01931 +huw) ) [ shall be ] holy (06944 +qodesh ) in all (03605 +kol ) the 
borders (01366 +g@buwl ) thereof round (05439 +cabiyb ) about . 

reeds Eze_48_08 And by the border (01366 +g@buwl ) of Judah (03063 +Y@huwdah ) , from the east 
(06921 +qadiym ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) unto the west (03220 +yam ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) , shall be the 
offering (08641 +t@ruwmah ) which (00834 +)aher ) ye shall offer (07311 +ruwm ) of five (02568 +chamesh 
) and twenty (06242 +(esriym ) thousand (00505 +)eleph ) [ {reeds} in ] breadth (07341 +rochab ) , and [ in ] 
length (00753 +)orek ) as one (00259 +)echad ) of the [ other ] parts (02506 +cheleq ) , from the east (06921 
+qadiym ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) unto the west (03220 +yam ) side (06285 +pe)ah ):and the sanctuary (04720 
+miqdash ) shall be in the midst (08432 +tavek ) of it . 

reeds Isa_19_06 And they shall turn (02186 +zanach ) the rivers (05104 +nahar ) far away ; [ and ] the 
brooks (02975 +y@(or ) of defence (04692 +matsowr ) shall be emptied (01809 +dalal ) and dried (02717 
+charab ) up:the {reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) and flags (05488 +cuwph ) shall wither (07060 +qamal ) . 

reeds Isa_19_07 The paper (06169 +(arah ) {reeds} by the brooks (02975 +y@(or ) , by the mouth (06310 
+peh ) of the brooks (02975 +y@(or ) , and every (03605 +kol ) thing sown (04218 +mizra( ) by the brooks 
(02975 +y@(or ) , shall wither (03001 +yabesh ) , be driven (05086 +nadaph ) away , and be no (00369 
+)ayin ) [ more ] . 

reeds Isa_35_07 And the parched (08273 +sharab ) ground shall become (01961 +hayah ) a pool (98) , and 
the thirsty (06774 +tsimma)own ) land springs (04002 +mabbuwa( ) of water (04325 +mayim ):in the 
habitation (05116 +naveh ) of dragons (08577 +tanniyn ) , where each lay (07258 +rebets ) , [ shall be ] grass
(02682 +chatsiyr ) with {reeds} (07070 +qaneh ) and rushes (01573 +gome) ) . 

reeds Jer_51_32 And that the passages (04569 +ma(abar ) are stopped (08610 +taphas ) , and the {reeds} 
(98) they have burned (08313 +saraph ) with fire (00784 +)esh ) , and the men (00582 +)enowsh ) of war 
(04421 +milchamah ) are affrighted (00926 +bahal ) . 
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reeds , EZE , 42:16 , EZE , 42:17 , EZE , 42:18 , EZE , 42:19 , EZE , 42:20 , EZE , 45:1 , EZE , 48:8 reeds , ISA , 19:6 , ISA , 19:7 , ISA , 35:7 reeds , JER , 51:32 reeds Interlinear Index Study reeds ISA 019 006 And they shall turn 
<02186 +zanach > the rivers <05104 +nahar > far away ; [ and ] the brooks <02975 +y@ of defence <04692 +matsowr > shall be emptied <01809 +dalal > and dried <02717 +charab > up : the {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > and flags 
<05488 +cuwph > shall wither <07060 +qamal > . reeds ISA 019 007 The paper <06169 + {reeds} by the brooks <02975 +y@ , by the mouth <06310 +peh > of the brooks <02975 +y@ , and every <03605 +kol > thing sown <04218 
+mizra< > by the brooks <02975 +y@ , shall wither <03001 +yabesh > , be driven <05086 +nadaph > away , and be no <00369 +>ayin > [ more ] . reeds ISA 035 007 And the parched <08273 +sharab > ground shall become <01961 
+hayah > a pool <98> , and the thirsty <06774 +tsimma>own > land springs <04002 +mabbuwa< > of water <04325 +mayim > : in the habitation <05116 +naveh > of dragons <08577 +tanniyn > , where each lay <07258 +rebets > , [ 
shall be ] grass <02682 +chatsiyr > with {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > and rushes <01573 +gome> > . reeds JER 051 032 And that the passages <04569 +ma are stopped <08610 +taphas > , and the {reeds} <98> they have burned <08313 
+saraph > with fire <00784 +>esh > , and the men <00582 +>enowsh > of war <04421 +milchamah > are affrighted <00926 +bahal > . reeds EZE 042 016 He measured <04058 +madad > the east <06921 +qadiym > side <07307 
+ruwach > with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <00520 +>ammah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > , with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > round 
<05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds EZE 042 017 He measured <04058 +madad > the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <07307 +ruwach > , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > , with the 
measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds EZE 042 018 He measured <04058 +madad > the south <01864 +darowm > side <07307 +ruwach > , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred 
<03967 +me>ah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > , with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > . reeds EZE 042 019 He turned <05437 +cabab > about to the west <03220 +yam > side <07307 +ruwach > , [ and ] 
measured <04058 +madad > five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > . reeds EZE 042 020 He measured <04058 +madad > it by the 
four <00702 +>arba< > sides <07307 +ruwach > : it had a wall <02346 +chowmah > round <05439 +cabiyb > about , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ {reeds} ] long <00753 +>orek > , and five <02568 +chamesh
> hundred <03967 +me>ah > broad <07341 +rochab > , to make a separation <00914 +badal > between <00996 +beyn > the sanctuary <06944 +qodesh > and the profane <02455 +chol > place . reeds EZE 045 001 . Moreover , when 
ye shall divide <05307 +naphal > by lot the land <00776 +>erets > for inheritance <05159 +nachalah > , ye shall offer <07311 +ruwm > an oblation <08641 +t@ruwmah > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , an holy <06944 
+qodesh > portion of the land <00776 +>erets > : the length <00753 +>orek > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > of five <02568 +chamesh > and twenty <06242 + thousand <00505 +>eleph > [ {reeds} ] , and the breadth <07341 
+rochab > [ shall be ] ten <06235 + thousand <00505 +>eleph > . This <01931 +huw> > [ shall be ] holy <06944 +qodesh > in all <03605 +kol > the borders <01366 +g@buwl > thereof round <05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds EZE 048 
008 And by the border <01366 +g@buwl > of Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > , from the east <06921 +qadiym > side <06285 +pe>ah > unto the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > , shall be the offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > 
which <00834 +>aher > ye shall offer <07311 +ruwm > of five <02568 +chamesh > and twenty <06242 + thousand <00505 +>eleph > [ {reeds} in ] breadth <07341 +rochab > , and [ in ] length <00753 +>orek > as one <00259 
+>echad > of the [ other ] parts <02506 +cheleq > , from the east <06921 +qadiym > side <06285 +pe>ah > unto the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > : and the sanctuary <04720 +miqdash > shall be in the midst <08432 
+tavek > of it . measured five hundred reeds with paper reeds by reeds they have burned with fire - reeds , 0098 , 7070 , reeds -0098 ponds , pool , pools , {reeds} , standing , reeds -7070 balance , bone , branch , branches , calamus , 
cane , reed , {reeds} , spearmen , stalk , reeds 019 006 Isa /^{reeds /and flags shall wither . reeds 035 007 Isa /^{reeds /and rushes . reeds 045 001 Eze /^{reeds /and the breadth shall be ten thousand . This shall be holy in all the borders 
thereof round about . reeds 019 007 Isa /^{reeds /by the brooks , by the mouth of the brooks , and every thing sown by the brooks , shall wither , be driven away , and be no more. reeds 048 008 Eze /^{reeds /in breadth , and in length as
one of the other parts , from the east side unto the west side : and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it. reeds 042 020 Eze /^{reeds /long , and five hundred broad , to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place . 
reeds 051 032 Jer /^{reeds /they have burned with fire , and the men of war are affrighted . reeds 042 018 Eze /^{reeds /with the measuring reed . reeds 042 019 Eze /^{reeds /with the measuring reed . reeds 042 016 Eze /^{reeds /with 
the measuring reed round about . reeds 042 017 Eze /^{reeds /with the measuring reed round about . reeds And they shall turn the rivers far away; [and] the brooks of defence shall be emptied and dried up: the {reeds} and flags shall 
wither. reeds The paper {reeds} by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more]. reeds And the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land 
springs of water: in the habitation of dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with {reeds} and rushes. reeds And that the passages are stopped, and the {reeds} they have burned with fire, and the men of war are affrighted. reeds He 
measured the east side with the measuring reed, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed round about. reeds He measured the north side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed round about. reeds He measured the south 
side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed. reeds He turned about to the west side, [and] measured five hundred {reeds} with the measuring reed. reeds He measured it by the four sides: it had a wall round about, five hundred 
[{reeds}] long, and five hundred broad, to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place. reeds Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, ye shall offer an oblation unto the LORD, an holy portion 
of the land: the length [shall be] the length of five and twenty thousand [{reeds}], and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders thereof round about. reeds And by the border of Judah, from the east side 
unto the west side, shall be the offering which ye shall offer of five and twenty thousand [{reeds} in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the [other] parts, from the east side unto the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it. 



reeds , EZE , 42:16 , EZE , 42:17 , EZE , 42:18 , EZE , 42:19 , EZE , 42:20 , EZE , 45:1 , EZE , 48:8 reeds , ISA , 
19:6 , ISA , 19:7 , ISA , 35:7 reeds , JER , 51:32









reeds -0098 ponds , pool , pools , {reeds} , standing , reeds -7070 balance , bone , branch , branches , calamus , 
cane , reed , {reeds} , spearmen , stalk ,
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reeds Interlinear Index Study reeds ISA 019 006 And they shall turn <02186 +zanach > the rivers <05104 +nahar 
> far away ; [ and ] the brooks <02975 +y@ of defence <04692 +matsowr > shall be emptied <01809 +dalal > and
dried <02717 +charab > up : the {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > and flags <05488 +cuwph > shall wither <07060 
+qamal > . reeds ISA 019 007 The paper <06169 + {reeds} by the brooks <02975 +y@ , by the mouth <06310 
+peh > of the brooks <02975 +y@ , and every <03605 +kol > thing sown <04218 +mizra< > by the brooks 
<02975 +y@ , shall wither <03001 +yabesh > , be driven <05086 +nadaph > away , and be no <00369 +>ayin > [ 
more ] . reeds ISA 035 007 And the parched <08273 +sharab > ground shall become <01961 +hayah > a pool 
<98> , and the thirsty <06774 +tsimma>own > land springs <04002 +mabbuwa< > of water <04325 +mayim > : 
in the habitation <05116 +naveh > of dragons <08577 +tanniyn > , where each lay <07258 +rebets > , [ shall be ] 
grass <02682 +chatsiyr > with {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > and rushes <01573 +gome> > . reeds JER 051 032 And 
that the passages <04569 +ma are stopped <08610 +taphas > , and the {reeds} <98> they have burned <08313 
+saraph > with fire <00784 +>esh > , and the men <00582 +>enowsh > of war <04421 +milchamah > are 
affrighted <00926 +bahal > . reeds EZE 042 016 He measured <04058 +madad > the east <06921 +qadiym > side 
<07307 +ruwach > with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > , five <02568 +chamesh > 
hundred <00520 +>ammah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > , with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 
+qaneh > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds EZE 042 017 He measured <04058 +madad > the north <06828 
+tsaphown > side <07307 +ruwach > , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > {reeds} <07070 
+qaneh > , with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds 
EZE 042 018 He measured <04058 +madad > the south <01864 +darowm > side <07307 +ruwach > , five <02568
+chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > {reeds} <07070 +qaneh > , with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed 
<07070 +qaneh > . reeds EZE 042 019 He turned <05437 +cabab > about to the west <03220 +yam > side <07307
+ruwach > , [ and ] measured <04058 +madad > five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > {reeds} 
<07070 +qaneh > with the measuring <04060 +middah > reed <07070 +qaneh > . reeds EZE 042 020 He 
measured <04058 +madad > it by the four <00702 +>arba< > sides <07307 +ruwach > : it had a wall <02346 
+chowmah > round <05439 +cabiyb > about , five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ {reeds} ] 
long <00753 +>orek > , and five <02568 +chamesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > broad <07341 +rochab > , to 
make a separation <00914 +badal > between <00996 +beyn > the sanctuary <06944 +qodesh > and the profane 
<02455 +chol > place . reeds EZE 045 001 . Moreover , when ye shall divide <05307 +naphal > by lot the land 
<00776 +>erets > for inheritance <05159 +nachalah > , ye shall offer <07311 +ruwm > an oblation <08641 
+t@ruwmah > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , an holy <06944 +qodesh > portion of the land <00776 
+>erets > : the length <00753 +>orek > [ shall be ] the length <00753 +>orek > of five <02568 +chamesh > and 
twenty <06242 + thousand <00505 +>eleph > [ {reeds} ] , and the breadth <07341 +rochab > [ shall be ] ten 
<06235 + thousand <00505 +>eleph > . This <01931 +huw> > [ shall be ] holy <06944 +qodesh > in all <03605 
+kol > the borders <01366 +g@buwl > thereof round <05439 +cabiyb > about . reeds EZE 048 008 And by the 
border <01366 +g@buwl > of Judah <03063 +Y@huwdah > , from the east <06921 +qadiym > side <06285 
+pe>ah > unto the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > , shall be the offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > 
which <00834 +>aher > ye shall offer <07311 +ruwm > of five <02568 +chamesh > and twenty <06242 +
thousand <00505 +>eleph > [ {reeds} in ] breadth <07341 +rochab > , and [ in ] length <00753 +>orek > as one 
<00259 +>echad > of the [ other ] parts <02506 +cheleq > , from the east <06921 +qadiym > side <06285 +pe>ah
> unto the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > : and the sanctuary <04720 +miqdash > shall be in the 
midst <08432 +tavek > of it .



measured five hundred reeds with paper reeds by reeds they have burned with fire 



reeds Isa_19_06 /^{reeds /and flags shall wither . reeds Isa_35_07 /^{reeds /and rushes . reeds Eze_45_01 
/^{reeds /and the breadth shall be ten thousand . This shall be holy in all the borders thereof round about . reeds 
Isa_19_07 /^{reeds /by the brooks , by the mouth of the brooks , and every thing sown by the brooks , shall wither
, be driven away , and be no more. reeds Eze_48_08 /^{reeds /in breadth , and in length as one of the other parts , 
from the east side unto the west side : and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it. reeds Eze_42_20 /^{reeds /long
, and five hundred broad , to make a separation between the sanctuary and the profane place . reeds Jer_51_32 
/^{reeds /they have burned with fire , and the men of war are affrighted . reeds Eze_42_18 /^{reeds /with the 
measuring reed . reeds Eze_42_19 /^{reeds /with the measuring reed . reeds Eze_42_16 /^{reeds /with the 
measuring reed round about . reeds Eze_42_17 /^{reeds /with the measuring reed round about .





- reeds , 0098 , 7070 , 



reeds And they shall turn the rivers far away; [and] the brooks of defence shall be emptied and dried up: the 
{reeds} and flags shall wither. reeds The paper {reeds} by the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks, and every thing
sown by the brooks, shall wither, be driven away, and be no [more]. reeds And the parched ground shall become a
pool, and the thirsty land springs of water: in the habitation of dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with 
{reeds} and rushes. reeds And that the passages are stopped, and the {reeds} they have burned with fire, and the 
men of war are affrighted. reeds He measured the east side with the measuring reed, five hundred {reeds}, with 
the measuring reed round about. reeds He measured the north side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed 
round about. reeds He measured the south side, five hundred {reeds}, with the measuring reed. reeds He turned 
about to the west side, [and] measured five hundred {reeds} with the measuring reed. reeds He measured it by the 
four sides: it had a wall round about, five hundred [{reeds}] long, and five hundred broad, to make a separation 
between the sanctuary and the profane place. reeds Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, 
ye shall offer an oblation unto the LORD, an holy portion of the land: the length [shall be] the length of five and 
twenty thousand [{reeds}], and the breadth [shall be] ten thousand. This [shall be] holy in all the borders thereof 
round about. reeds And by the border of Judah, from the east side unto the west side, shall be the offering which 
ye shall offer of five and twenty thousand [{reeds} in] breadth, and [in] length as one of the [other] parts, from the
east side unto the west side: and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it.
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